Graham Thomas - Test Management Forum, London. 28-04-10

Abstract


This workshop will take you on a magical journey through some
very useful but mostly unknown tools for perception and
comprehension which will aid you in your daily testing life.



Building on Graham’s previous work in the field, and his enthusiasm
for the subject, this workshop will take you on a 75-minute journey
of mind opening discovery, looking at 7 key but often overlooked
tools.



The tools, and their techniques are easy, fun to learn, and very
powerful to use. And they will help you in mastering testing in the
industry’s currently very demanding transition from that of a
structured V-model history to a leaner, more agile and exploratory
approach.
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What we will look at


Gall-Peters Projection




Popper’s Theory of Testability




what you see is not what I see!

The Spinning Dancer




a powerful mechanisms that can control your behaviour

The Necker Cube




finally proof that your mind is not your own!

The Stroop Effect




a powerful tool to scope testing

Mind Control




a different but more accurate way to look at the world

the whole may look different to the individual parts

e-prime


how to communicate experience rather than judgement
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1. Gall-Peters Projection

Mercator Projection

Gall-Peters Projection
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Other types of
Mis-representation?


Tube Map




A network diagram which bears very
little relationship to where tube
stations are actually situated

Critical Path Network
A common project tool that does
not show actual duration or amount
of effort required as a relative
amount. Small and large are the
same size, and time is distorted!
 And we use these to control
projects!
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2. Popper’s Theory of
Testability


Falsifiability or refutability is the logical possibility
that an assertion can be shown false by an
observation or a physical experiment. That
something is "falsifiable" does not mean it is false;
rather, that if it is false, then this can be shown by
observation or experiment. The term "testability"
is related but more specific; it means that an
assertion can be falsified through experimentation
alone.



Are all swans white?
If we find one single black swan, logic allows us to
conclude that the statement that “All swans are
white” is false.
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2. Popper’s Theory of
Testability


How I have used this in the past
I had just carried out a review of testing in a large bank. When I reported back to
management , one of the team stated “All of our projects have a test strategy”. To
which I replied, “No, they don’t because I have found one that hasn’t!”.
 The discussion continued – “Tell me which one?”. I said “Not until you provide me with a
list of all of the projects, and all of their strategy documents, then I will tell you which
one”.
 I am still waiting for the list! I only had to find one. They had to show me everything!




How to use the Theory?
Wherever you see All, or Every, or None, or Never
You only need one example to the contrary – You don’t have to prove everything
 To help understand success and failure criteria
What will make it, and what will break it!
 If you only have a short amount of time, how to target your testing
All transactions must complete in n seconds – target the ones least likely
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3. Mind Control
Group Questions

Predictions

o Think of a vegetable
o Think of a flower

o Think of a colour
o Think of a tool
o A number between 1 & 10

o A Software Testing Technique
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3. Mind Control


So Why is this important
I think it is important to understand that when we ask questions some people may be
hard-wired to give certain answers.
 We therefore have to think about the questions that we are asking, and the answers
that we don’t want!




When you ask a question:Listen to the answer. Is it actually the answer to your question?
 Is it GroupThink? – The answer everybody has been told to say?
 Is it just the lowest common denominator, e.g. Boundary Value Analysis?




How should you ask questions?
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4. The Stroop Effect
ZYP
QLEKF
SUWRG
XCIDB
WOPR
ZYP
QLEKF
XCIDB
SUWRG
WOPR
SUWRG
ZYP
XCIDB
QLEKF
WOPR

RED
BLACK
YELLOW
BLUE
RED
GREEN
YELLOW
BLACK
BLUE
BLACK
RED
YELLOW
GREEN
BLUE
GREEN
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4. The Stroop Effect


Your Eyes are more powerful than your Mouth!
is hard-wired into our brains



We have been conditioned through evolution to respond to specific colours in
certain ways:-

. . . .

. . . .
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5. Necker Cube
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5. Necker Cube


So what did you see ?
Up and down ?
 Left to Right ?
 Switched from one to the other ?
 When did the switch happen ?




It is a simple 4 frame animation.
There is no switch !
 It is all in your brain !




It is important to understand that what you see is not what others see!
You may need to understand what they see
 You may need to explain to them what you see
 I have often had this experience as a Program Test Manager, where I have a program
based view and the testers have a test centric team view, which may be opposites!
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6. The Spinning Dancer
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6. The Spinning Dancer


You get a different view when you look at the whole to that when you look at the
individual parts



Don’t assume that your view is the only view!



Think of this as a process:





People in the different parts of the process see the process working differently
You need to understand the individual viewpoints

Example:





Defect Management system on a large testing program
Perceived bottleneck
Fixed the bottleneck, and it moved to another part of the process!
No overall process efficiency gain. It just looked different!
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7. E-Prime


E-Prime (short for English-Prime, sometimes spelled E′) is a form of the English
language in which the verb to be in all its forms does not exist. Thus, E-Prime does not
contain the words "be", "is", "am", "are", "was", "were", "been" and "being", nor does
it contain their contractions "'m", "'s", and "'re". E-Prime therefore uses alternate
means to express most statements which use the passive voice, thus encouraging
writers and speakers to clearly state an action's agent.



How to communicate experience rather than judgement



“To be” prevents us from experiencing a shared reality; something we need in order to
communicate in a sane way. If someone sees something completely different than
another, our language prevents us from acknowledging the others point of view by
limiting our perception to fixed states. For example, if I say “Star Wars is a s****y
movie,” and my friend says, “Star Wars is not a s****y movie!” We have no shared
reality, for in our language, truth lies in only one of our statements and we can forever
argue these truths until one of us writes a book and has more authority than the other.
If on the other hand I say, “I hated Star Wars,” I state my opinion as observed through
my own senses. I state a more accurate reality by not claiming that Star Wars “is”
anything, as it could “be” anything to anyone.



This sounds like rubbish?
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7. E-Prime


Lets Try it Out




http://www.manifestation.com/neurotoys/eprime.pl

It takes a while to get your head around it, but it helps you to write better English
It will improve your communication
 It will help others to more easily understand what you mean
 Try it out when you have the time!




And before you ask I have E-Primed this page and it doesn't contain any errors!
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Summary
“To find fault is easy; to do better
may be difficult”
(c.46AD – c.120AD)
Greek / Roman - historian, biographer, essayist

Plutarch

What did they know 2000 years ago that we don’t know now?
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References
Some book references mentioned by Isabel Evans who helped to co-facilitate the TMF
Workshop


Edward Tufte - point to his website:



http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/
Which has his books listed and his essay on PowerPoint...
Which led to... http://norvig.com/Gettysburg/making.html and
http://norvig.com/Gettysburg/sld001.htm



Capers Jones Software Engineering Best Practices: Lessons from Successful Projects in
the Top Companies # ISBN-10: 007162161X # ISBN-13: 978-0071621618



Popper "Conjectures and Refutations" - very mathematical or "Logic of scientific
discovery" - very philosophical




OR for a quick intro to the concepts go for Brian Magee "Popper"
# ISBN-10: 0006860087, # ISBN-13:978-0006860082

For the fully animated version of the presentation please see here


http://www.badgerscroft.com/PresentationsNew.htm
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 +44 7973 387 853
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